How to Overcome Five Church Missions Impasses
Two churches employ the power of global narratives

“We were created to
tell stories!”

Storytelling at
Austin Stone

With that conviction,
Austin Stone Church
regularly shares stories
of their people
engaged in missions.
These stories are
monuments to what
God has done and
calls to join the action.

We were created to tell stories,” says Brian
Lundin, lead writer and producer for The Austin
Stone Story Team. “God showed us Himself
and His mission on the earth through stories.”
For The Austin Stone Community Church, in Austin, Texas, sharing the
stories of what God is doing today in the lives of their members is central
to who they are. Their stories highlight gospel transformation in and
through their church body. Many of their stories could be called documentaries because they don’t shy away from including the hard aspects of life
and ministry. But the team likes to describe them as “Ebenezers” (1 Sam.
7:12). Like the Israelites’ stone monuments, their stories are permanent
reminders of what God has done.
Austin Stone also has a deep commitment to reaching the unreached.
This passion led them a few years ago to adopt a “100 People Network”
goal—to place 100 workers in some of the spiritually darkest places
around the globe. That objective was soon surpassed, and the church’s
sending to the unreached continues to expand.

Stories and Missions
Some of Austin Stone’s missions-sending
success can be credited to the power of
their storytelling. Ryan King, director of
international mission, explains that
storytelling plays a key role in three
essential aspects of their global
program: enculturation, mobilization,
and celebration.
“Showing a missions video in a weekend worship service
communicates that this is a vision embraced by our leaders,”
Ryan emphasizes. “It clearly says that this is a church-wide
initiative. Our church leaders are very intentional about
establishing a culture within our church body that includes
taking Jesus’ revolutionary message of grace to the world.
Stories of our go-ers are probably the most powerful way to
do that.
“People will engage with what they know and what they are
familiar with,” Ryan continues. “It’s hard for people to go or
engage with the unreached because they have no touchpoints of familiarity with it. So we use stories to personalize
who it is we are asking to go and what they are doing. Our
stories show people from many different walks of life going
around the globe. These stories ‘normalize’ going. We want
people to be able to imagine themselves in a similar role.
Many of our stories challenge our people to ask, ‘Am I one of
those God is asking to go?’
“We also want to deconstruct inaccurate assumptions,” Ryan
continues. “We want our stories to show the real struggles
encountered by go-ers. For example, what does it feel like to
live out of boxes for a year and a half after you sell your
house but then can’t get required visas? What does it look

Collect stories by Skype
Some Austin Stone story developers
travel to the other side of the globe to
capture overseas workers’ stories, but
travel is not a prerequisite. Steven Bush
explains that sometimes global stories
are captured entirely on Skype. The worker is sent a list of questions, and they film
their answers on their laptop. If possible,
they also provide video footage or photos of their family
and community. A volunteer editor combines these pieces
into a brief but compelling story.

like if you are on the field when the country goes through a
coup? We’ve also had stories featuring go-ers who were transitioning back stateside and processing those changes. Our
people need to see difficulties as normal and be able to identify with workers’ real struggles.”
Austin Stone’s stories are also a celebration of what God is
doing. Lead Storyteller Steven Bush admits that he is often

Your church’s creative talent is a
God-given resource
Steven Bush of Austin Stone emphasizes that storying
also expresses the church’s commitment to carefully steward the creative talent they’ve been given. “We have to
develop an environment of creativity in the church that
allows for artists to
step up and use
their God-given
gifts,” he explains.
“We want to give
them a kingdom
vision and show
them that they can
serve and make a
difference with
their storytelling
skills.”

asked why a church would put so much time, energy, and
resources into a storytelling ministry. “We tell stories at The
Austin Stone first to inspire the church to worship Jesus Christ
for who He is,” he
explains. “And second,
stories help us remember what He has done,
to give Him all the glory
that He deserves.” Celebration and worship
are key.

How Storying
Happens
Austin Stone’s story team is comprised of three full-time staff
and approximately 50 volunteer writers, photographers, videographers, editors, and producers. But Steven encourages

smaller churches not to write off storytelling as only possible
for the megachurch. “Storytelling is fully scalable,” he declares. “While we regularly produce high-quality videos, our
church publishes the
majority of our
stories as 700
-900 word,
written narratives. Any
church can do
that!”
The missions
impact of
stories is
This photo of a worker who is going to a
important to
high-security region illustrates the story
Ryan as he
without revealing sensitive information. See
“How are they to hear?”
leads missions engagement: “We evaluate how well we are hitting our target by taking the pulse of our culture,” he explains. “The process begins
with personal stories. Vision casting and culture building follow. Eventually there are calls to action, and we can measure
the response in various ways. Membership here at Austin
Stone involves an annual renewal of covenant. This process
allows leaders to highlight the core elements of the church’s
culture, and members are asked specific questions about their
involvement. For example: How are you engaged in the missional community? How are you responding in generosity?

The answers indicate the impact of our media messages.
Video stories are often used in weekend services, but are
also available from their website and social media. Written
stories appeared in their weekly bulletins until the church
shifted to online announcements instead of printed sheets.
Now these written stories are part of a regular blog and are
being recorded as a podcast series. Story archives provide a

Resources for better storytelling
Austin Stone’s Story Team is eager to encourage the
development of powerful storying in other churches.
Their website provides not only multiple samples but
also guidelines for how to develop stories from getting
the initial leads to publishing the finished stories. Their
site offers practical how-to’s for those working in written
or visual media. “How are they to hear?” is the current
written missions story. Check back later for more. There
are more stories on the church website.
Go Tell It by Jim Killam and Lincoln Brunner explains
“how—and why—to report God’s stories in words, photos, and videos.” Although this book doesn’t have strong
visuals, it offers good introductory content for field workers and volunteers from your church who are telling your
missions story.

Christ Chapel’s M28 Film Festival
The focus? Fulfilling Matthew 28.
You may have thought that the
Oscars are the biggest film news in
February, but the M28 Film Festival
with its competition for the “Globi”
award ignites pretty intense excitement
at Christ Chapel Bible Church (CCBC)
in Fort Worth, TX.
Each short-term missions team is
encouraged to think about producing
a video story related to their ministry
trip. The videos usually run 4-8 minutes in length and are not
trip travelogues. Team members are urged to look for a captivating story that occurs or surfaces during their service. It

might be the story of the ministry
they are serving or of an individual
who is making a major difference in
that location. It could revolve around
interviews of a pastor, or follow a
family for the week. Or it may explain
how the team contributed to what
God is doing in that place.

The right story in the right way
CCBC has purchased two high-definition cameras to send
with teams. Members of the team clearly understand that their

humorous introduction of each film
before the red curtains part
(virtually) and the video is shown.
Attendees receive a brochure that
highlights each film and has a detachable ballot. The ballot asks for
personal contact info and offers a
checklist of ways to get involved in
missions as well as the opportunity
to vote for the film that conveyed
the best message.

primary task is ministry, not making a
film. Shooting must stay in the background as a secondary activity, and no
ministry is to be staged for the sake of
getting good footage.
When the group returns, a team member
with the required skills may do the editing, or a talented volunteer outside the
team may produce the finished film.
Each video must be submitted for approval a month before the Festival so
that it can be vetted for appropriateness,
accuracy, etc.
A graphic designer creates a poster for
each film (see two examples right), and
these are hung around the church in
advance of the Festival to
build anticipation. When the
big night arrives (CCBC
finds a Friday night works
best for them), there is a
literal red carpet at the front
door.

To round out the Festival, a “Globi”
award is given to the winning film
at a missions luncheon on the SunSample posters that highlight individual videos
day after M28. In addition, everyand promote the film festival in advance of the
one who submits a ballot is entered
event.
into a drawing for a $1,000 scholarship that can be used on a future CCBC-sponsored
missions trip. Winners can use the scholarship
themselves or give it to someone else.

Creating a fun,
high-value event
CCBC relents on its no-food-in-the-sanctuary rule for M28
night, allowing popcorn and candy. A red curtain is projected
at the front of the room. Two people collaborate on a brief,

Bill Hampton, CCBC’s
missions pastor, sees high
value from the event: “The
M28 Film Festival takes a lot
of work. But it brings the
whole church together including high-school and college
students, young adults,
families, and seniors. At their best, the films give
voice to Christians who are doing powerful work and who live
in very different contexts from our own.”

Storytelling Starting Points
How to begin or improve the telling of your church’s global story
We suggest you read or reread “5 Marks of a MissionsHealthy Church,” our October ’16 issue of Postings. It explains the importance of helping your people “live into the
story” through powerful missions narratives.
1.

2.

3.

With your missions leadership team, list what you consider to be the most powerful examples of transformational ministry related to your global engagement. You
can also include examples of people in your church
whose lives have been transformed by getting involved
globally. Choose one or two to be your first stories.
Identify talented communicators in your congregation
(oral storytellers, writers, photographers, videographers,
editors). Especially consider twentysomethings and even
older teens who are gifted in some aspect of communications.
Choose the best platform—written, video, podcast—
based on gifting. Then recruit a team with at least a
writer/editor and a photographer/videographer, if possible. Ask one of them to serve as team leader.

4.

Meet with the team to make sure that they understand the
core aspects of the story you would like to convey, but
give them as much freedom as possible in how to present
their narrative. Set a date by which you would like to publish/show the finished story. Allow at least six weeks and
longer if you need to schedule an on-site photoshoot.

5.

If you have field workers who struggle to maintain good
communication but are involved in powerful ministry,
consider sending a storytelling team to work with them
on site to capture their story. Your team may be able to
bring back information and footage for several stories that
will not only impact your church but encourage others
who support those workers.

6.

Publically celebrate the work of your storytellers. Artists
can be perfectionists, so help them not be discouraged
if their first stories are not perfect. Encourage them to
continue using their gifts to communicate the work God is
doing around the world.

Our Worth Considering blog shares, “My Story of Story Impact.”
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